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[2018-9-NewBraindump2go Free 70-705 Exam Dumps 192Q[56-66
2018/September Braindump2go 70-705 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 70-705
Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 70-705 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 192Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-705.html2.|2018 Latest 70-705 Exam Questions & Answers
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14gwFEuCWONHGaWfV_8h8_gf16Mt4EUS2?usp=sharingQuestion No : 56 (Topic 1)Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might
not have a correct solution.After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.A customer purchases Microsoft Azure services through an Enterprise Agreement
(EA).The customer needs to check which services it has consumed and its subscription costs across the organization.Solution: You
instruct the customer to use the Azure Management Portal. Does this meet the goal?A. YesB. NoAnswer: AExplanation:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/cost-reporting-for-enterprise-preview/Question No : 57 - (Topic 1)A customer has 32
core licenses for Windows Server Datacenter covered with active Software Assurance (SA).The customer plans to use the Microsoft
Azure Hybrid Benefit. What is a valid deployment scenario for the customer?A. 4 Azure Virtual Machines ("Base Instances") that
each have 32 coresB. 16 Azure Virtual Machines ("Base Instances") that each have 2 coresC. 2 Azure Virtual Machines ("Base
Instances') that each have 16 coresD. 32 Azure Virtual Machines ("Base Instances?) that each have a single core Answer:
AQuestion No : 58 HOTSPOT - (Topic 1)A customer acquires the following licenses through an Enterprise Agreement (EA):?
Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 for administrative employees? Microsoft Office 365 Enterprise E3 for sales employeesThe customer
needs to license its employees for Office 365 Enterprise E5 through the existing agreement. The solution must minimize costs.
Which license should the customer acquire for each type of employee? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point

Answer:

Question No : 59 DRAG DROP - (Topic 1)Match the deployment options to the corresponding Software Assurance (SA) benefits.
To answer, drag the appropriate deployment option from the column on the left to its SA benefit on the right. Each deployment
option may be used once, more than once, or not at all.NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:

]Question No : 60 - (Topic 1)Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the
series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it As a
result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.A customer needs to start a new agreement by making only an annual
Monetary Commitment of $25,000 US dollars for Microsoft Azure services.Solution: The customer uses a Microsoft Products and
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Services Agreement (MPSA) to purchase the services.Does this meet the goal?A. YesB. No Answer: BQuestion No : 61 (Topic 1)Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might
not have a correct solution.After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.A customer purchases Microsoft Azure services through an Enterprise Agreement
(EA).The customer needs to check which services it has consumed and its subscription costs across the organization.Solution: You
instruct the customer to use the Volume Licensing Service Center (VLSC). Does this meet the goal?A. YesB. NoAnswer:
BQuestion No : 62 - (Topic 1)Which two elements are part of an Enterprise Agreement (EA)? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution.NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.A. price protection for three yearsB. the true-up processC.
optional Software Assurance (SA)D. a 24-month agreement termAnswer: D Question No : 63 - (Topic 1)This question requires
that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.A customer needs to acquire 1,000 Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 full
User Subscription Licenses (USLs). The licensing solution must meet the following requirement:? Provide the customer with the
ability to pay for the licenses monthly.? Provide the customer with the ability to increase or decrease the number of licenses each
month.A partner that offers licenses through an Enterprise Agreement (EA) can meet the requirements of the customer.Review the
underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed." If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice
that makes the statement correct.A. No change is needed.B. the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) programC. a Microsoft
Products and Services Agreement (MPSA)D. a Select Plus agreementAnswer: DQuestion No : 64 - (Topic 1)A customer wants to
standardize on the most up-to-date versions of Microsoft Office Professional Plus and Windows 10 Enterprise E3 for all desktops.
You need to recommend the program through which the customer should purchase the licenses at the lowest cost.Which program
should you recommend?A. Enterprise Agreement (EA)B. Cloud Solution Provider (CSP)C. Microsoft Products and Services
Agreement (MPSA)D. Server and Cloud Enrollment (SCE) Answer: DQuestion No : 65 - (Topic 1)Microsoft SharePoint Server
can be purchased in a Server and Cloud Enrollment (SCE) only if the customer commits to Microsoft SQL Server in the same
enrollment.Review the underlined text If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed.? If the statement is incorrect,
select the answer choice that makes the statement correct.A. No change is needed.B. orders a minimum of 50 server licensesC.
commits to Microsoft BizTalk Server in the same enrollmentD. has all baseline licenses covered with active Software Assurance
(SA)Answer: CQuestion No : 66 - (Topic 1)A customer has an Enterprise Agreement (EA).The customer makes an annual
Monetary Commitment payment of $50,000 US dollars for Microsoft Azure services through the EA.Which Services can be paid for
by using the Monetary Commitment?A. Azure Infrastructure PlansB. Planning ServicesC. Azure User PlansD. the overage
on Azure Infrastructure PlansAnswer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 70-705 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 192Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-705.html2.|2018 Latest 70-705 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video:
YouTube.com/watch?v=m9lfVWJ9Rvk
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